Atoms and molecules in highly excited Rydberg states [1] are a mostly unexploited state of matter. Millimeterwave (mm-wave) spectroscopy is a high-resolution tool capable of characterizing the weak, anisotropic interactions between the Rydberg electron and the ion core in atoms and molecules [2, 3] . In molecules, the exchange of energy and angular momentum between the Rydberg electron and the not-round molecular ion core are, in extremely attenuated form, the most basic physical processes underlying chemical reactions. Strong long-range interactions between Rydberg species facilitate such cooperative effects as superradiance [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , cold plasma formation [12] , and dipole blockade [13] , which has been proposed for quantum gate implementation. Normally, in pulsed jet or magneto-optical trap, pulsed laser Rydberg experiments, transitions are signaled by detection of ions or electrons produced by pulsed field ionization or other schemes, as the mm-wave frequency is scanned one resolution element at a time. It takes $10 6 molecular beam/laser/mm-wave pulses (15 hours at 20 Hz, 10 shots per 100 kHz resolution element) to scan 10 GHz.
Chirped pulse Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy, pioneered recently by Brooks Pate and co-workers [14, 15] , has revolutionized the well-established field of rotational microwave spectroscopy. Chirped-pulse millimeter-wave (CPmmW) spectroscopy is the extension of the technique to the mm-wave region [16] .
Here we report a proof-of-principle observation of the CPmmW spectrum of electronic transitions between Rydberg levels of Ca atoms. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The vertically polarized pulsed (6 ns) tunable lasers, operating at 272 nm and 800 nm, excite Ca atoms to their 4s36s 1 S 0 Rydberg state via the intermediate 4s5p 1 P 1 state (see insert in Fig. 2) . A mm-wave pulse, the frequency of which is swept linearly in time, is generated by a frequency-up-converted arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) (4:2 GS=s, Tektronix AWG710B). This chirped pulse polarizes all Rydberg-Rydberg transitions (creates coherences) for which the resonance frequency occurs within the frequency range of the chirp. These independent coherences undergo free induction decay (FID), the oscillating electric field of which is heterodyne detected by mixing with a local oscillator. The downconverted FID signals, which result from successive chirps, are averaged in the time domain in a fast (12.5 GHz, 50 GS=s, Tektronix DPO71254B) oscilloscope, until the desired signal-to-noise ratio (S=N) is achieved, and Fourier transformed into the frequency domain.
All resolution elements in a 0.5 GHz spectral range are sampled simultaneously in one pulse. This broadband spectral data acquisition allows recording of the entire spectrum with high resolution ($ 0:5 MHz) in a few seconds rather than a few hours and ensures accurate relative intensities of all spectral elements. The spectral range can be extended up FIG. 1 (color online). Rydberg CPmmW experimental setup. Ca atoms are produced by laser ablation and supersonically coexpanded with He gas into vacuum [19] . The diverging laser beams, delivered through a 12 mm aperture in the metal mirror, excite Ca atoms to a selected Rydberg state. The chirped mmwave pulses are broadcast from the source horn, and the FID is collected by the receiving horn. The pulsed lasers and gas nozzle operate at a 20 Hz repetition rate, and are synchronized with the mm-wave pulses.
to the full bandwidth of the spectrometer of 12.5 GHz [16] . The sensitivity of relative transition intensity data to interference effects in the matrix fit model supplements accurate transition frequencies ($ 10 kHz precision), thereby enhancing the uniqueness and convergence of fit models (both effective Hamiltonian [17] and multichannel quantum defect theory [18] 
models).
The present CPmmW setup ( Fig. 1) incorporates several essential features. The expanded laser and mm-wave beams intercept an unskimmed Ca atom beam providing about 70 cm 3 of interaction volume (length L % 10 cm, area % 7 cm
2 ) with Rydberg atoms at a number density of n $ 10 6 cm À3 . Maximizing the interaction volume allows an increase in S=N while keeping the number density of Rydberg species sufficiently low to avoid dipole-dipole dephasing. Downstream from the interaction region, the central part of the supersonic beam is selected by a 1 mm skimmer and enters the next chamber, which facilitates tuning the (steered) dye lasers to excite a specific Rydberg state with detection by pulsed field ionization (PFI) [19] . Locating the FID and PFI regions in separate chambers minimizes stray electric fields that are known [2, 20] to shift and broaden the mm-wave spectra of Rydberg-Rydberg transitions.
The chirped pulse followed by the FID signal and the corresponding CPmmW spectrum of the 36p-36s Rydberg-Rydberg transition in Ca atoms are shown in Because of the kiloDebye transition dipole moments of Rydberg-Rydberg transitions [1, 8] , a Rydberg CPmmW experiment operates in a qualitatively different regime from a rotational chirped-pulse (CP) experiment [14, 16] where a typical transition dipole moment is $1 Debye. A low power CP can completely polarize the transitions and create an FID that is of comparable strength to the CP. Interference between the FID and the CP (transient nutation [11, [22] [23] [24] ) is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a) . The interference beats can report important information about the system, such as number density, transition dipole moment or excitation field strength, and the dephasing rates of the driven two-level systems, thus complementing the spectral information obtainable from FID.
To analyze this interference, consider a single frequency resonant excitation pulse EðtÞ ¼ E 0 cosð2tÞ of constant electric field amplitude E 0 [Figs. 3(b), 3(c), and 4 ]. While the excitation pulse is on, the CPmmW spectrometer detects both the excitation field E 0 and the reemitted FID field E FID , which interfere to give the observed pattern of 
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143001-2 mm-wave nutations. Increased laser energy (1 mJ=pulse in each beam) and, therefore, n, and no stray magnetic field compensation were used in these measurements.
When E 0 ) E FID [ Fig. 3(b) ], the macroscopic polarization of the sample P and the E FID oscillate at the Rabi frequency, R ¼ E 0 @ . The Ca atom 36p-36s electric transition dipole moment, , can be precisely calculated by the method of Ref. [25] to be 3439 D. Therefore, E 0 can be determined from the nutation period
The decay time of the transient nutations in Figs. 3 (b) and 3(c) is equal to about one nutation period and is, therefore, inversely proportional to E 0 . This suggests that the nutation dephasing mechanism is likely to originate from field-induced splitting (Mollow triplet) [26] of the Rydberg-Rydberg transition, perhaps, in combination with the field inhomogeneity of the mm-wave beam. The field dependent dephasing would explain our observation that the strongest FID signal (Fig. 4) is detected after a $2 pulse, but not after $ 3 2 or $ 5 2 pulses of the same duration. Note that the linewidths in the spectra are not affected by this broadening as the spectra are transforms of FID, which is recorded in the absence of strong driving field. However, if the FID is sufficiently strong, it can be considered a driving field itself and can cause splitting and/or broadening of the lines. We show below that the condition for observing these effects,
, is equivalent to the condition for superradiance.
The number density of Rydberg species can be estimated from the depth of the mm-wave nutations. P ¼ n when the excitation pulse area reaches 2 at the first minimum of the interference pattern. Having determined E 0 , E FID was evaluated at that point, using the trace in Fig. 3(b) , to be 3:3 Â 10 À6 esu ¼ 0:099 V=m. Given that E FID ¼ 4 2 P L [11, 24] , where ¼ 3:9 mm is the mm-wave wavelength and L % 10 cm is the extent of the sample in the mm-wave propagation direction (Fig. 1) , we obtain n % 1 Â 10 6 cm À3 total 36s and 36p population. When E 0 $ E FID (Fig. 4) , the effective driving field E eff , comprised of E 0 and E FID , is substantially different from E 0 . To model propagation of the mm waves in that case, we solved the coupled Maxwell-Bloch equations [27] , which confirmed the value of n and demonstrated that P and E eff vary significantly along the Rydberg sample as well as with time. Optical thickness in systems with sufficiently long coherence times was related [9] to superradiance; we shall discuss cooperative effects in our Rydberg CPmmW experiment next.
In a polarized Rydberg gas the particles interact via long-range dipole-dipole interaction [28] [29] [30] , which adds a random phase shift and can cause dephasing of the FID. Ensemble averaging over velocities and positions in a sample of strongly interacting particles gives [31] a rather simple expression
for the dipole-dipole dephasing rate. Using n % 1Â10 6 cm
À3
we estimate the broadening, Á dd ¼ 2 n=@ ¼ 35 kHz, which is not expected to make a noticeable contribution to the linewidth in the present experimental configuration.
In extended (L ) ) samples, propagation of the FID would have a more prominent effect on the line shape than the local dipole fields. The FID emitted in one part of the sample would interact with particles along the propagation path with the Rabi frequency 0 R ¼ E FID @ . The interaction of the particles with the common field and thus with each other is known [4, 6] to lead to accelerated coherent decay, or superradiance [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The characteristic rate T À1 sr ¼ 0 R of photon exchange between the particles can be found by approximating the mean strength of the FID field in our sample as "
which is the expression for the superradiant decay time T sr [6] . It can be noted that when the superradiance is not dephased by other mechanisms, its rate is $ L times faster than the local dipole-dipole dephasing rate, and it is expected to determine the overall decay rate and the linewidth in this experiment. The observed decay time of 190 ns (Fig. 4) is in good agreement with T sr ¼ 350 ns, and is consistent with FID evolving to superradiant decay. Studies with more spatially uniform samples of Rydberg atoms and molecules are in progress. Although ion formation by the lasers could contribute to the decay time, it is not a major factor here. The broadening is decreasing with time and, in the case of ions, the nutations would decay much faster at early times than is observed. The stray-field broadening would result in a pronounced line asymmetry [20] , which is not observed here.
Since superradiance is a coherent process, the best signal Â resolution is expected to be reached when T sr $ T:
where T is the time constant of the prevailing dephasing or nonsuperradiant decay. The superradiant regime corresponds to higher values (q ) 1) of this unitless quality parameter q [9] . Superradiant ringing [6, 10] and its dephasing, similar to what was observed here for transient nutations, are possible when q ) 1. In our case q ¼ 3, which shows that the present combination of parameters (n, , L, T) is close to optimal for high-resolution (q & 1) CPmmW spectroscopy. Application of Rydberg CPmmW spectroscopy to molecules is the logical (and planned) continuation of the present work. The problem of fast ($ 10 ns in NO [32] and $10 ps in HfF [33] ) predissociation and autoionization of low-' core-penetrating states can be remedied, for example, by Stark mixing the short-lived low-' states, accessible via laser excitation, into long-lived, high-', core-nonpenetrating states. Alternatively, application of successive mm-wave pulses, which can be crafted with the AWG, can assist in climbing the ladder of n Ã , ' Rydberg states until one with a lifetime * 1 s is reached and sufficiently long-lived FID can be recorded. Rydberg CPmmW experiments open possibilities for coherent manipulations of Rydberg states and rovibronic state-specific preparation of molecular ions via vibrational autoionization of core-nonpenetrating Rydberg states, which could be valuable for electron electric dipole moment experiments [33] . Investigation of the collective Lamb shift [34] in extended samples with q ) 1 is another interesting direction for future CPmmW experiments.
Concluding, we have directly detected coherent mm-wave radiation from Rydberg-Rydberg transitions in a cavity-free experiment. Broadband mm-wave spectroscopy of Rydberg atoms was demonstrated, and coherent effects in an optically thick Rydberg gas were observed.
